Operating Instructions
Roof Windows

How do I manually open and close a Keylite ‘Centre Pivot’ Roof Window?

Keylite ‘Centre Pivot’ Roof Windows must be manually operated by using the ergonomically designed Opening Handle located at the top of the Roof Window unit (as shown here).

- Ensures comfortable opening/closing
- Reduces “fingerprints” on glazing
- Reduces “fingerprints” on blinds
- Controls Roof Window ventilation
- Controls Roof Window security

How do I manually open and close a Keylite ‘Top Hung’ and/or ‘Fire Escape’ Roof Windows?

Keylite ‘Top Hung’ and/or ‘Fire Escape’ Roof Windows must be manually operated by using the ergonomically designed Opening Handle located at the bottom of the Roof Window (as shown here).

- Ensures comfortable opening/closing
- Reduces “fingerprints” on glazing
- Reduces “fingerprints” on blinds
- Controls Roof Window ventilation
- Controls Roof Window security

How do I open and close a Keylite ‘Centre Pivot’ Roof Window using an Opening Pole?

Keylite ‘Centre Pivot’ Roof Windows must be opened by using the specially designed Opening Pole as follows:

1. Stand directly below the Opening Handle
2. Raise the Opening Pole vertically, ensuring it is approximately at a 45° angle to the Roof Window (as shown)
3. Attach the claw-end of the Opening Pole to the Opening Handle and ease the Pole downwards to open (ease the Pole upwards to close)
4. Opening Pole must remain vertical throughout